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A b s t r a c t .  The Internet  exhibits forms of interactions which are not captured by 

existing models in economics, artificial intelligence and gz.me theory. New models 

are needed to deal with these multi-agent interactions. In this paper  we present a 

new model  - dis tr ibuted ga.mes. In such a model  each player controls a number  of 

agents which participate in asynchronous parallel multi-agent interactions (games). 

The agents jointly and strategically (partially) control the level of information mon- 

itoring and the level of recall by broadcasting messages. As an application, we show 

that  the cooperative outcome of the Prisoner 's Di lemma game can be obtained in 

equilibri,!m in such a setting. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n .  The  Internet introduces new challenges in artificial intelligence, 

economics and game theory. 1 It exhibits both  parallel and sequential interactions. 

While sequential interactions have been extensively discussed in the literature, the 

study of parallel interactions has been neglected so far. New models of economies 

and games are needed in order to effectively deal with parallel interactions. In this 

paper we present one such new model  - distr ibuted games. Our model  captures sev- 

eral features of distr ibuted systems, such as the Internet.  Such systems are usually 

assumed to be asynchronous systems where agents communicate  by broadcasting 

messages (Tanenbaum 1988). To motivate our particular definition, think of several 

+ First Version: April 1997. This work has been influenced by discussions made by both 
authors with the participants of the artificial intelligence (AAA.I) Spring Symposium, Stanford 
University 1997, and with the participants of the international conference of game theory, Uni- 
versity of New York at Stony Brook, 1997. We thank Avraham Neyman, Halm Reisman, Ariel 
Rubinstein, and Doron Sonsino for helpful discussions and suggestions. 

ZSee e.g., Varian [1995], Boutilier, Shoham and Wellman (1997). 
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users (players) who send software agents 2 to participate in auctions which are held 

in various locations of the net, and are conducted in a randomly chosen order. This 

r andom order of play models a situation where all auctions are supposed to take 

place in parallel but,  due to the  fact that  real distr ibuted systems are asynchronous, 

are actually held at different t ime intervals 3. 

The agents can communicate  by broadcasting messages. A message sent by an 

agent of a particular user is not  considered to be private information of the agents 

of this user. 4 In a general distr ibuted game the agents may be engaged in any type 

of interaction at each of the locations. More precisely, a distr ibuted game is defined 

by the following elements: 

(1) A set of Players. 

(2) A set of locations. 

(3) A set of agents for each player, one agent for each location. 

(4) A set of games in strategic form with the given set of players, one for each 

location. 

(5) A set of messages for each player. 

(6) A probability distribution over the set of permutat ions  of locations. 

At the initial stage, Nature  chooses a permuta t ion  according to the given probability 

distribution. In the following stages the games in the  locations are played (by the 

agents) according to the order prescribed by the chosen permutat ion.  After a game 

at a location is played, the agents at this location can send messages. The  agents do 

not appear  in the formal deRnition of the distr ibuted game (which can be described 

.formally as an extensive game wi th  simultaneous moves (see e.g., Osborne and 

Rubinstein (1994)) with the given set of players), however its information s t ructure  

is motivated by their existence: When an agent is called to choose an action and 

right after that  to send a message, it is aware of its location. Any additional 

information it can use must  be extracted from the sequence of messages it receives. 

Thus,  two histories which generate the same sequence of messages are in the same 

information set. We assume that  each message has a location and sender stn.mps, 

2Roughly speaking, software agents are programs which are designed to serve the goals of 
a particular user. These agents may navigate in a computerized network, while transmitting 
messages among themselves, and interacting with other agents (which might be controlled by 
other users). The design of software agents is one of the most important research and application 
directions of the computer industry (CACM (1994)). 

sit may also reflect a random decision of the auctions' organizers. 
4This assumption reflects the current state of Internet security. One can relax this assumption 

by introducing probability of detection, which may be player-specific. 
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and tha t  an agent can record the order of arrival of  the messages. For example,  

consider a part icular  location. An agent at this location cannot distinguish between 

a history in which this location is the first location to a history in which this location 

is the  last one and  no agent in all other  locations sent a message. 

Hence, a dis tr ibuted game is an extensive game with  simultaneous moves, with 

incomplete information (e.g., about the order of stages) and with a specific player- 

symmet r ic  information s t ructure  as described above. Such games have imperfect  

recall s because the  part icular  information s t ruc ture~mot iva ted  by the use of agents) 

implies tha t  a player does not  necessarily r emember  what  were the previous loca- 

tions at which he has already played, and even if he knows that  he has already 

played at a part icular  location, he does not necessarily remember  what  were the 

actions tha t  were selected at this location. 

• A part icular  type  of a distr ibuted gn.me is a parallel game which is defined by 

the addit ional  condition tha t  each permuta t ion  is equally likely 6 . This definition 

reflects the  asynchronous na ture  of distr ibuted systems. In a parallel game the 

interactions are supposed to be completely parallel, but  due to the asynchronous 

na tu re  of dis tr ibuted systems there is a stochastic noise caused mainly by asyn- 

chronous clocks, implying sequential interactions. The  players are ignorant  about  

the precise na tu re  of the  noise and  therefore all they  can do is use the principle of 

indifference (Keynes (1963)). Tha t  is, they  as'sign equal probabilities to all permu-  

tations of locations 7. A distr ibuted gn.me is locat ion-symmetr ic  if the same stage 

game M strategic form is played at all locations. 

As an application, we analyze a locat ion-symmetr ic  parallel game in which the 

same Prisoner 's  Di lemma game is played at all locations. We show that  if the  num- 

ber of locations is sufficiently large, the outcome of cooperation can be obta ined in 

equilibrium. In this equilibrium, an agent cooperates if and only if it has not  got ten 

a message. If  it detects a deviation from cooperation it immediately broadcasts  an 

alarm message, otherwise it does not  send any message. Note tha t  this equilibrium 

survives due to the  joint decision of agents not  to reveal to their par tners  and  oppo- 

nents any information regarding the  n - tuber  of fu ture  interactions, as long as their  

See the discussion at the end of Section 2. 
6That is, its probability is 1 ~.t, where n denotes the number of locations. 
v Parallel games model multl-agent interactions in computerized distributed systems with asyn- 

chronous clocks (which cause the stochastic noise on order of stages); Each location is identified 
with a processor, and each agent which is active at this location, is identified with a process that 
runs in the processor. The assumption of asynchronous clocks is typical in distributed computing 
(see e.g., Fagin, Halpern, Moses, and Vardi (1995) for a discussion of this issue in the context of 
the theory of knowledge). 
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opponents cooperate with them. Hence, in equilibrium the agents never know how 

many more games are to be played. This lack of knowledge enables cooperation. 

This result is extended to a general folk theorem for location-symmetric parallel 

games. 

2. D i s t r i b u t e d  G a m e s .  

A distributed game DG is defined by the following elements: 

DG1 A finite set of players F = {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, where m > 2. 

DG2 A finite set of locations L = {1,. . .  ,n}, n > 1. 

DG3 For each Location i a game Gi in strategic form, with the set of players F. 

The action set of Player j at the game Gi is denoted by S~. We assume 

that S] contn.ins at least two actions. The payoff function of Player j at Gi 
J m J is u i : Si ~ R, where Si = x j = i S  ~. 

DG4 To each Player j ,  a set of agents {ii}ieL; ii is referred to as the agent of j 

at Location i. 

DG5 For every player j a ~n]te set M j of messages. We assume that M j contains 

the no-message option, denoted by ~, and contains at least one real message. 

Thus for every Player j ,  M y = {~, a{ . . . ,  a~, }, where k j > 1. The agents 

of Player j can broadcast messages from M i. 

DG6 A probability distribution A on the set P E  of n! permutations of { 1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 

where a permutation is a one to one function r : {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} --+ {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. 

We .need the following definition. Cbnsider a distributed game described by 

DG1 - DG6. We define the message game M G  to be the gn.me in strategic form 

• whose players are F. The strategy set of Player j is M j and the payoff functions 

of the players are defined on M = XjEFM ~, and they are constantly zero. We now 

define the rules of move, the payoffs, and the information structure of the distributed 

gn.me DG defined by DG1 - DG6. Recall that the agents do not appear in the 

formal definition, but their existence and abilities motivate the definition. 

T h e  rules  of  move:  The game has n + 1 stages. At the initial stage (Stage 0), 

Nature chooses a permutation r E P E  according to the probability distribution A. 

Each additional stage 1 < t < n is divided into two sub-stages, the action stage t[a] 

and the message stage t[m]. At stage t[a] the players play the game Gr(:), that is, 

they choose simultaneously an action profile ~t E St(t). At Stage t[m], which comes 

after stage t[a], the players play the game MG. That is, they choose simultaneously 

a message profile rnt E M. 

T h e  payoff  s t r uc tu r e :  If Nature chooses r, and the players choose the action 
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profiles zt E St(t), 1 < t < n, then Player j receives the accl~mulated payoffs in the 
n J Z stage games, that  is, he receives ~t=l  ur(t)(t).  

T h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  s t r u c t u r e :  For each r E PE and for each 2 <_ T _< n, let 

= xt=  (St(t) x H~ a [T] T--1 M) be the set of histories that  can be generated in the game 

after the permuta t ion  r is chosen at stage 0 and just  before the action selection stage 

T[a]. When T = 1 the agents at Location r(1) face the empty  history denoted by e~. 

Hence, = {e ,} .  Le t  = s imnar ly ,  let H ? [ T ]  = x S,(T) 
be the set of histories that  can be generated in DG after the permuta t ion  r is chosen 

and just before the message selection stage T im ]. Let H ?  = U~=iH~[T ], and let 

g r  = H,~ U H ~ .  

Let H = {(r, h~) : r E PE, h .  E H~}. Every h E H is a non-null history in DG. 

An information structure of a player is a par t i t ion of H. Elements in this parti t ion 

are called information sets. As all agents at a particular location receive the  s~.me 

information, the s t ructure  of information in a distributed game is player-symmetric. 

That  is, we have to define only one part i t ion II which is common to all players. We 

define this parti t ion by using the concept of signals. With  each h E H we associate 

a signal I(h). Two histories are in the same information set if and only if they are 

associated with the sz.rne signal. We refer to I as the signaling function. We first 

define the set Zi of possible signals at location i. Consider an agent at location i 
,0 

just  before an action stage. This agent knows its location. If it does not receive 

any message we denote the associated signal by (i, NM) ( "no message at location 

i"). Otherwise the agent receives a signal of the form 

( 2 . 1 )  z = (i,((il,ml),..., (it,mr))) 

of non-nutl message profiles with a location aaxd sender stamps. Thus,  an agent that  

receives the signal z given in (2.1), knows that  it is located at i, and that  in the 

chosen permuta t ion  r, it comes before i t+l ,  1 <_ t < Iv mad iT comes before i (that 

is, r - l ( i t )  < r - l ( i t + l )  < r - l ( i ) ) .  This agent further knows that  for 1 < t < T, the 

agent of Player j at Location it broadcasted the message mt 3 . Let Z~ be the set of 

all signals that  axe feasible for an agent at location i just  before an action stage. 

That  is, Z~ contains the signal (i, NM)  and every signal that  is described by (2.1). 

Similarly, am agent at Location i, at a message selection stage receives a signal in Z~ 

attached with an action profile from Si. Let Z~ n = Z~ x Si be the set of all signals 

that  are feasible for an agent at Location i just  before a message selection stage. Let 

Zi = Z~UZ~ n and let Z = U~=iZi. Z is the set of signals. We now define I : H --+ Z 
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as follows: Let h = (r,h,.) E H. Therefore, for some 1 < T _< n, hr  E H~a[T] or 

h~ E Hrm[T]. Denote i = r(T). Assume hr  E H?[T]. If h~ = er, I(h) = (i, N M ) .  

Otherwise, h~ = ( x l , rn l ) , . . . , (XT- l , rnT-1 ) .  Let il = r ( t l ) , . . . , i k  = r(tk), I < 

k _< T - 1, be the r - o r d e r e d  sequence of locations from which a non-null  message 

profile is broadcasted. That  is, let tl be the first t for which rnt is non-null, then 

il = r ( t l ) ,  and for 1 < q _< k, tq is the first t > tq-1 for which rnt is non- 

null, and iq = r(tq). I(h) is defined to be  ( i , ( ( i l , rnt l ) , . . . , ( ik ,mt~,) ) )  E Z~. If  

hr E Hrm[T], hr = (h,-,ZT) with h,. E H,~[T] a n d ~ T  E Si. In this case we define 

I(h) = I(r,h~) = (I(r,h~),ZT) E Z~ n. 

In the sequel we make use of the following additional notations and definitions: 

Every signal z E Z~ is a pair (i, y), where i E L and y is a sequence of messages 

with location and sender stamps. We denote the  set of all such sequences by Y~. 

Tha t  is, Z~ = L x Y~. An element of ya  is called a location-free signal at an action 

stage. 

A n  i n t u i t i v e  d e m o n s t r a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  s t r u c t u r e .  It is useful 

to demonst ra te  our definition of the information structure in distr ibuted games 

by a simple example. Suppose there are four locations (n = 4), L = {1, 2, 3,4}, 

and two players (rn = 2). Denote by i i the  agent of Player j at Location i. Let 

M 1 = M 2 = {q0, A , B , . . . Z }  be the message sets. A s s u m e i  = 4 and that  the 

agents at Location 4 are about to choose thee~.r actions in $4 (Agent 4j, j E {1, 2} 

has to choose an action in S~). Agent 4x ( a s  well as Agent 42) receives the signal 

z = (i, ( ( i l ,  m l ) ,  (i2, m2)))  = (4, ((3, (A, B) ) ,  (1, (B,  ~ ) ) ) ) .  

That  is, i l  = 3, i2 = 1, m l  = ( A , B ) ,  and m2 = ( B , ~ ) .  This agent (as weU as 

the other  agent at Location 4) deduces tha t  in the  chosen permuta t ion  r, Location 

3 c o m e s  before Location 1, and Location 1 comes before Location 4. Tha t  is, 

it deduces that  the  chosen permuta t ion  is one of the 4 permutat ions  (out of 24 

possible permutat ions) :  r 1 = 2314, r 2 = 3214, r z = 3124, or r 4 = 3142. In 

addition, it deduces that  the stage games at Locations 3 and 1 have already been 

played. Note that  if r = r 1 , r 2 or r z, then it means  that  the game at location 2 is 

over, but  neither of the two agents 21 or 22 sent a message. If the true r is r 4, the 

game at Location 2 will be played after the current  stage is over. In  addition, Agent 

41 knows the messages from Locations 3 and 1, tha t  is, it knows that  Agent 31 sent 

the message A, agent 32 sent the message B, Agent 11 sent the message 13, and 

Agent 12 did not  send a message. Note tha t  the  agents at location 4 may  deduce 
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nothing about the actions chosen at previously played locations. To conclude, these 

agents extract the following information about the true history (r, hr): 

(1) r = 2314 and hr = ( (xz , (~ ,~) ) , ( x2 , (A ,B) ) , (~ , (B ,~) ) ) , forsomez l , x2 ,~3  

in $2, $3, S1 respectively, or 

(2) r = 3214and h,. = ((xz,(A,B)),(x2,(~o,~o)),(xn,(B,~))), forsomezl,z2,x3 

in $3, $2, S1 respectively, or 

(3) r = 3124andhr  = ((xl , (A,B)) , (x2,(B,~)) , (z3,(~o,~))) , forsomezz,x2,x3 

in $3, Sz, $2 respectively, or 

(4) r = 3142 and hr = ((~I,(A,B)),(x2,.IB, w))), for some Zz,Z2 in $3,$1 

respectively. 

We now define strategies in distributed g~.rnes. 

S t ra teg ies :  A strategy for Player j in DG is a pair aJ = (ff ,gJ),  where fY = 

(.f/..) ;'= and gi J - = (gi),=z, where f ]  : Z~ ~ S~ and g~:  Z/n ---+ MJ. We refer to 

( f] ,g!)  as the strategy of Agent ij. That is, for every in.formation signal z E Z~ 

Agent i/ chooses the action f](z),  and for every information signal z E Z~ and 

zi E Si Agent i i broadcasts the message g~(z, zi). 
Equi l ib r ium:  Let Hn be the the set of all histories of the form (r, hr), where h~ 

is a sequence of pairs of action and message profiles of length n. That is, H~ is the 

set of all histories ¢ E H of the form 

¢ = 

where xt E St(t) and rnt E M for all 1 < t < n. Every tuple of strategies a = 

• (~ri)~n=i defines a probability distribution/z~ over H, .  The expectation operator 

with respect to ~ is denoted by E~. Let F be the random variable on H~ defined 

by F(,¢) = r, and let X~, i E L be the random variables definedby Xi(¢)  = xr-,(0.  

Let E~(o') = E~(u{(X,)), be the expected payoff of Player j from Location i 

when all players use the strategy profile a. The expected payoff of Player j when 

all players use the strategy profile a is denoted by uJ(a). That is, 

u/(o') = ~ El(a) .  
i = l  

Consider a distributed g~.me DG given by DG1 - DG6. We can associate with 

it a game in strategic form in which the player set is F, the action set of Player 

j is the set ~i  of the strategies of Player j in DG, and the payoff function of j is 

u j : ~ --~ R, where ~ = XjEF ~j. We say that a strategy profile ~ is an equilibrium 

in DG if and only if it is an equilibrium in the associated game in strategic form. 
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Specia l  t ypes :  A distributed game is called a parallel game if each permutation 
1 is equally likely, that is, A(r) = W.' for every permutat ion r, where n denotes the 

number of locations. This definition reflects the asynchronous nature of distributed 

systems: In a parallel game the interactions are supposed to be completely parallel, 

but due to the asynchronous nature of distributed systems there is a stochastic 

noise, implying sequential interactions. The players are ignorant about the precise 

nature of the noise and therefore, because all locations are symmetric, all they 

can do is use the principle of indifference (Keynes (1963)). That is, they assign 

equal probabilities to all permutations of locations. Using distributed computing 

terminology one can associate each location with a processor, and each agent with 

a process of a particular user. Each process has access to the clock of the processor 

where it runs, while the clocks of the different processors are not synchronized, as 

in typical asynchronous distributed systems. A distributed game is called location- 

symmetric, if all stage games are identical. That  is, G/ = Gl for all locations 

1 _< i, l _< n. In a location-symmetric distributed game it is useful to define the 

concept of location-free strategies. Let DG be a location-symmetric distributed 

g~.me. Denote by Sc ("c" for "common") the set of action profiles in any location. 

A strategy crJ is location-free if ~r~(i, y), y E ya,  does not depend on i. That  is, ~J 

is location-free if there exist functions f : y= ~ Sc and g : ya  x Sc ~ MJ such that 

for every location i, f [ ( i , y )  = f (y ) . and  g{(Ci, y),xc) = g(y, xc). In our software 

agents terminology, a player who uses a location-free strategy sends n copies of the 

same softwaxe program rather than sending n distinct programs. In a location- 

symmetric distributed game, we say that a is a location-free equilibrium if it is an 

equilibrium and aJ is a location-free strategy for every player j .  

Game theoret ic  features: It may be useful to summarize some special game 

theoretic features of distributed games. Such games can be described as extensive 

games with simultaneous moves (see e.g., Osborne and Rubinstein (1994)) with 

incomplete information. They possess the additional feature that the information 

monitoring is partially controlled by the players via the messages: Classical repeated 

games in which the players observe at each stage the whole history of previous moves 

axe referred to as games with perfect monitoring. Repeated games with imperfect 

monitoring are of two types: At the first type, the structure of the information 

released to the players after each stage does not depend on their actions. This is 

the case e.g., in repeated games with observable payoffs and unobserved actions 

i n  which after each stage the players observe the history of all previous payoffs. 
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Another exa.mple is games with bounded recall (Lehrer 1988), in which after each 

stage the player observe the last k moves. In the other type of imperfect monitoring, 

the structure of monitoring depends on the actions. Such is the case in distributed 

games in which the structure of information release regarding a previously active 

location depends on whether one of the agents at this location sent a message, a 

A distributed game (with at least two locations) has imperfect recall 9 : An agent 

of Player j may not remember the actions chosen at previous locations, though 

the agent of Player j at such previous location ha sobserved some of these actions. 

Like the concept of monitoring, there are two. types of recall structure. In one of 

them (like in games with bounded recall) the level of recall is action-independent. 

In the other type (e.g., in a distributed game) the level of recall depends on the 

actions. In particular, in distributed games the use of agents enable the players to 

jointly commit themselves (by not sending messages) not to remember that they 

have already been in a particular location. 

Recently, following Piccione and IZubinstein (1997), equilibrium concepts in 

games with imperfect recall have been extensively discussed in the literature. See 

e.g., the special issue on imperfect recall, Kalai (1997). In particular, there is no 

agreement about the =right" concept of equJ.librium in such games. Moreover, even 

the concept of "optimal" strategy in one person game with imperfect recall is not 

agreed upon. The debate however concerns abstract games. Our definition of equi- 

librium seems to us natural in distributed games in which the players send their 

agents (programs) to the locations before the game begins and they cannot replace 

them after the game begins. 

Our deRnltion of distributed games can be modified in several natural ways 

in. order to deal with other types of distributed interactions. We discuss such 

SNote that  every player has a strategy which guarantees that at every history which is consistent 
with this strategy, each of his agents knows the sequence of previous active locations. In particular, 
each agent knows the true stage at every stage. In such a strategy every agent of this player at 
every location broadcasts some message for every information signal it receives. However, since 
all players have symmetric information structure, using such a strategy implies that at every 
location, the sequence of past active locations is commonly known by the agents of all players. 
Note moreover that if the message space of Player j contains a sufficient number of distinct 
messages (that is, if the language of Player fs agents is sufficiently rich), then Player j has a 
strategy which guarantees that it deduces along every consistent history, the locations that have 
already been played and the actions and messages chosen at these locations. 

9The concept of imperfect recall and related topics were already discussed in the early game 
theory literature, e.g., in Kuhn (1953), Dalkey (1953), (1957), and Aumann (1964). The original 
delinition of perfect and imperfect recall (see e.g., Mertens,Sorin and Zamir (1994)) applies to 
extensive games in which every decision node belongs to a single player. This definition is naturally 
generalized to extensive games with simultaneous moves and,in particular, to distributed games. 
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modifications in Section 6. 

3. C o o p e r a t i o n  in t h e  P a r a l l e l  P r i s o n e r ' s  D i l e m m a  G a m e .  In this section 

we analyze a location-symmetric parallel game with two players and n locations, 

L = { 1 , . . . ,  n}, in which at each location the agents of the players play the Pris- 

oner's Dilemma game described below: 

D 
D ((a,a) 
c \ (0,b) 

where b > c > a > O. 

C 

• % 

As we deal with a parallel gnme, the probability distribution A assigns probability 
1 n~ to each order of locations. The  message sets are MJ, j = 1,2. We denote the 

empty  message 1° by ~a. We assume that  each message space contains at least one 

message (hence, each M j contains at least two elements, qo and a real message). 

Consider the following inequality: 

n - 1  
( E C )  b < + - a). 

We Show that  ff (EC)  is satisfied, then there exists a location-free equilibrium 

cr = (or 1 , a 2) which induces the outcome (C, C) at each location. The proof  of this 

result appears in the full paper.  We now describe the related equilibrium strategies. 

Let aZ,a 2 be nonempty  messages in M z M 2 respectively. For j = 1,2, define 

= = gi ))i=l as follows: f ]  assigns the  action C to the information 

signal (i, N M )  of no previous messages and it assigns the action D to any other 

information signal in Z~. In addition, independently of the information signal 

z E Z~, g~(z , (C,C))  = 7~, and g~(z,(C,D))  = g ~ ( z , ( D , C ) ) =  g~(z , (D,D))  = ai. 

Obviously if all agents obey the strategy profile ~, then the outcome (C, C) is played 

in every location. In the full paper  we show that  Player j (i = 1, 2) does not have 

a profitable deviation from a i. 

4. C o o p e r a t i o n  in t h e  P r i s o n e r ' s  D i l e m m a  G a m e :  R e l a t e d  L i t e r a t u r e .  It 

is instructive to compare  our result with other cooperation results for the Prisoner's 

Dilemma game, obtained by assllrnlng finite sequentiality and bounded  rational- 

ity 11. Radner (1986) showed that  when we are ready to settle for e-equilibrium, 

1°recall that the empty message is not a message, it is just a way to describe the event that 
an agent does not send a message. 

11The folk theorems (See e.g., Aumann and Shapley (1994), Rubinstein (1979)) show that 
cooperation is possible in equilibria of the infinite repeated game. 
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then ~vhen the nllmber of repetitions increases the corresponding sets of e-equilibria 

allow longer and longer period of cooperation. Kreps, Milgrom, Roberts, and Wil- 

son (1982) showed that if we assllrne that with an arbitrary small but positive ex- 

ogenous probability, one of the players is playing tit-for-tat rather than maximizing, 

then with sufllciently long repetition, all sequential equilibria outcomes are close to 

the cooperative outcome (see, however, Fudenberg and Maskin (1986)). Aulnn.nn 

and Sorin (1989) proved that when every player ascribes a small positive exogenous 

probability to his opponent being an automaton with bounded recall, then every 

equilibrium in sufficiently long repetition of the game is close in the payoff space 

to the cooperative outcome. Neyman (1985) deals with ~nltely repeated Prisoner's 

Dilemma games in which the players are restricted to use automata with a fixed 

number of states. When the number of stages is large relative to the n-tuber of 

states 12, the automata ca.~not effectively count the nllrnber of previous stages, and 

as in our case, this ignorance regarcllng the n-tuber of stages enables cooperation 

(in all stages) in equilibrium. Hence in the automaton model the players are not 

able to process the available information, while in our model, the players jointly 

and strategically decide not to obtain this information. We thlnl~ that our model is 

more realistic in the distributed systems (e.g., Internet) setup in which it is assumed 

that players broadcast messages and act in a parallel asynchronous setting, while 

controlling software agents with a tremendous counting ability. Zemel (1989) use 

the ~nlte automata model of Neyman with the additional feature of allowing the 

players to send and receive messages. This additional feature allows cooperation 

by saturating the computational resources of the players and thus preventing them 

"from utilizing complex strategies. 

The recent paper of Neyman (1996) is related to our work. It is proved there that 

the players in a repeated Prisoner's Dilemma can (Mmost) reach the cooperation 

outcome if they do not share common knowledge regarding the true number of 

stages. Roughly speaking, our model exhibits a "real life" situation where such 

lack of common lmowledge is possible. Note however that this lack of common 

knowledge is not exogenous, but it is the result of the strategic decisions of the 

players to let their agents and opponents be ignorant about the number of (future) 

stages. 

5. A Genera l  Folk Theorem.  The results of Section 3 can be generalized to a 

12Or relative to the number  of states to the power of 1 ~, when we are ready to settle for 
t-equilibrium. 
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folk theorem for location-symmetric parallel games. 

T h e o r e m  A. Let G be a game in strategic form with the player set F and with 

the action sets. Sc j, j E F.  For every n > 1, let DGn be the location-symmetric 

parallel game defined by DG1 - DG6 with Gi = G for every 1 _< i < n. Let 

b E Sc - - - -  XjEFSc j, be an equilibrium in G. Let z E Sc satisfy: 

us(x) > uS(b) for every j e f . 

Then, there exists a positive integer N such that for every n _> N there exists 

a location-free equilibrium cr in DGn, at which thee outcome z is reached at each 
4 

location. 

The proof of Theorem A appears in the full paper~ 

6. R e m a r k s .  

C r y p t o g r a p h y  The assumption that messages are not private information moti- 

vates some of cryptography theory (e.g., Diffle and Hellman (1976)). In the model 

of distributed games considered in this paper we do not distinguish between a mes- 

sage (e.g., a stream of bits) and its content. In more advanced models one may 

wish to deal with asymmetric information setup, where only the agents of the same 

player can decrypt their messages. The results proved in Section 3 and 5 hold for 

such models too. .. 

E x t e n s i o n s  It is possible to extend the de~nltion of distributed games in many 

ways. For example, one can replace the assl!mption that messages are not private 

information by the assumption that the messages can be received with some given 

• probability distribution, that may be player-specific. 

A more essential change in the definition of distributed game is obt~.ined if we 

introduce some cost for every player who wishes his agents to receive messages sent 

by other players' agents. 

Mod i f i c a t i ons  Parallel games capture three main features of computerized dis- 

tributed systems: Asynchronous clocks and activities, software agents is, and mes- 

sages. Combined together, these features, translated to a game theoretic language, 

make the folk theorem work. Each of these features, on its own, and any two of 

these features give rise to a particular type of game. For ex~.mple, one may wish to 

analyze distributed games with synchronized clocks. In such g~.mes the probability 

distribution A is concentrated at a particular permutation. Such a game captures 

the features of agents and broadcasting. 

13Or communicating sequential processes (see Hoare (1985)). 
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Parallel  Auct ions  Our model of parallel games can be applied to parallel auctions, 

in which information about one auction may leak to other auctions. The folk 

theorem suggests that a collusion outcome may be obtained in equilibrium in such 

setting. 
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